Style Guide
Create 3-5 wireframe sketches with grids by only using the blocking method. Must use the final format size. Show examples in full size if possible, on black, no other type or information on screen. Show with and without grids. Grid to include, Column, Rows, Modules, and definition of why you chose this grid. Which constraint helped you set this grid?

01 Homescreen
User sees main topics organized by headers

02 Alternate view of homescreen
User sees information of most importance centered with other homescreen features listed below through tabs

03 Content selected from homescreen
The information and content the user sees when they select content from homescreen
The grid is divided into 3 main columns and 4 major rows. Each column is specific to a type of information presented such as the first column for media, second column for text, and third column for call to action for content that is in its respective row.
The grid is divided into 2 columns. The first column is dedicated to call to action items of the content and different ways to view it such as video/images. The second column is dedicated to static information that stays fixed and doesn’t require a call to action.

There are 2 main rows. The first is dedicated to important or content that has greatest priority whereas the second row is interchangeable with different topics selected by the tabs presented.
The grid is divided into 2 major columns to show different ways of viewing the information and how the text row balances that out. Call to action for the content is also equally spaced and has a row dedicated to itself to differentiate itself from static information.